TO: Jeanette F. Morales, Assistant Director, Office of Academic Program Management

FROM: Frank Kelley, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Business Programs

DATE: December 13, 2010

RE: Proposal for changes to the Supply Chain Management major requirements

The Bauer College of Business proposes to Undergraduate Council the following changes to the Supply Chain Management major requirements:

Current Catalog Requirements:

Supply Chain Management (24 semester hours)

Prerequisite: SCM 3301 Service and Manufacturing Operations.

Requirements:

1. Select six (6) advanced SCM electives from among the following courses: SCM 4361, 4362, 4363, 4364, 4365, 4366, 4367, 4368, 4369, 4370, 4371, 4388, 4390, 4397, and 4398.

2. Select six semester hours of approved advanced electives in business.

Proposed Catalog Requirements:

Supply Chain Management (24 semester hours)

Prerequisite: SCM 3301 Service and Manufacturing Operations.
Requirements:

1. Select six (6) advanced SCM electives from among the following courses:
   SCM 4301 (formerly SCM 4361), SCM 4302 (formerly SCM 4390),
   SCM 4303 (formerly SCM 4364), SCM 4304 (formerly SCM 4388),
   SCM 4311 (formerly SCM 4370), SCM 4312, SCM 4320 (formerly SCM 4367),
   SCM 4330, SCM 4350 (formerly SCM 4371), SCM 4351, SCM 4360 (formerly SCM 4365), SCM 4361 (formerly SCM 4366),
   SCM 4362 (formerly SCM 4368), SCM 4370 (formerly SCM 4363), SCM 4380 (formerly SCM 4362), SCM 4390, SCM 4396 (formerly SCM 4369), SCM 4397, SCM 4398.

2. Select six semester hours of approved advanced electives in business.

Rationale: This proposal updates the course numbers for the supply chain management major and includes SCM 4312, SCM 4330, SCM 4351, and SCM 4390.